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Abstract: Summary Life Education is an essential component of lifelong education development , plays an
important role in the development of society and the all-round development of students . student The basic
connotations of education include life Cognition , Life time and life development education . The
relationship between lifelong education and life education , from think want to lead , Organizational security, as
well as curriculum and project implementation and other development dimensions to explore how life
education better development of , describes life education hair Show dimensions and implications , This paper
puts forward the methods and countermeasures of realizing the perfect life education concept in the context of
lifelong education .
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Life Education aims to enable students to accept and understand the meaning of life , To Respect life ,
Understand the value of life , Show everyone's life style . Integrate your life into society , to achieve its own
value . Life Education needs to establish the concept of lifelong education , To be able to hold with a more
persistent belief , Make the students ' character better .
1. Relationship between lifelong education and life education
1.1 Lifelong education definition

Lifelong education, as the name suggests, refers to people using the extreme _ is born with the process of
pursuing knowledge , includes different ways and stages of education , All in all, formal and non-formal
education belongs to lifelong education. domain . Lifelong education is designed to allow everyone to Learn
knowledge and Skills at all times of need , Lifelong education idea is our education Reform guideline . can be
divided into young , youth , year and age four phases ; has lifetime , Universal ,extensive , Spirit Active features .
from all stages of lifelong education , every A social entity can take advantage of its side _ cut available resources
and opportunity to strengthen and increase your knowledge , Let yourself have more Skills .
1.2 Life Education definition

The process of life education is to make students focus on their life activities procedure , Enjoy life's
procedure , to Increase social and personal prices value . in life education practice , quality of life improved ,
thereby to better explore and understand the nature and connotation of life . Life teachings education content
contains life's appreciation , relationships around students Handling Tips , attitude to life , and caring for
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others .health The goal of education is to make students feel the meaning of life. ,Feel the vicissitudes of life ,
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to themselves for a brief limited lifetime Life better plan and use , Make a good social relationship , set A correct
outlook on life and values . Life Education is for controlling the green teen suicide rate , to guide teens to a correct
understanding of life and to be mentioned out of . Life Education thinks life is more than just a shell ., also Spirit
carrier , need strong mental strength to support .
1.3 the relationship between and

The relationship between life education and lifelong education is close , Live Life education should become
lifelong education . Life Education is not only for green teen ,should also accompany the student's growth for
Life . cannot ignore life education because of the , Students ' understanding of life varies with the the growth , at
various stages of growth , Life teaches The IS not to be ignored ..

Life education must be lifelong. , Because students are growing All stages of the are inseparable from life
education help , encounter different difficulties and puzzles ,need Life Education help guide . should take the
concept of lifelong education , Long-term and effective life education , targeting different issues at different
stages , work out effective solution . mining take different teaching content and measures , The helps students of
different stages . Life Education is also indispensable in lifelong education , If you lose participation in life
education , Learning only scientific knowledge and thoughts education content , students still have doubts and
lost beliefs about life , There are doubts and doubts about life this happens. , its Other knowledge learned by
will become meaningless and useful .
2. The dimensions and significance of life education development
2.1 The meaning of the legal dimension

from a social and legal standpoint , Life Education is social send Show objective needs . People are the
subject of society , people with social enter Step , also constantly improving and progressing , Life is gradually in
society alienation , causes benefits and values to diversify . Students ' awareness of life insufficient to cause lack
of belief , to confuse life and life , Form Unhealthy psychology , will make life for yourself and others and
socially harmful things , From the legal dimension this is very negative . must carry out life education for this
situation , let students Take the right look at life , have positive attitude to life , treat life not confused , has
something you love , can create avalue , Let students have a more harmonious life state and more Healthy
psychology , Thus promoting a more harmonious and stable development of society .
2.2 The meaning of the survival requirements

from the perspective of survival requirements , Life Education is the education of this quality . with life to
accept and host a better education , Education is Life-Service ,to give students more ability to survive , face can be
stronger for life's frustrations . through life education can to recognize the meaning and value of life , enables
people to have more capabilities , Discover your potential capabilities , make life more full , with more glorious
meaning of life . Life Education is not in the education chain missing _Section , Life Education not only helps
students live Security education and psychological grooming , can help students master Save skills , to survive .
Life Education needs to follow the "" human-oriented philosophy , Learn to focus on survival and development ,
finds its own health meaning , and take real action to make that sense .
2.3 The meaning of human nature

from an essential point of view , Life Education is a student's development within On Demand . Students
learn in the process of learning in addition to the knowledge of the book, should also be fully developed , found in
the development process from interests and expertise , Develop your potential . in life's past threads , Take care of
your relationship with society , and keep their own personality , show their true colors , Make your mind and
school work together ., At the same time also to ensure physical and mental health , All-round to promote mutual
development . the Stage of student learning is a period of mental immaturity , Very sensitive and easy to Impulse,
It's very repetitive . , So once you learn the when something goes wrong , If you don't get timely guidance and
justification solution , will easily form negative and decadent emotions. Student's lack of social and life
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experience with , has no practical ability , Causes the to be seen To Issue when the error occurs .
3. Perfect Life education in the context of lifelong learning fertility concept
3.1 establishing the ideology of life education

in the context of lifelong education , To implement and improve life teaching concept of education , must set
up the ideology of life education . learning for The purpose of the the education method must be reformed , value
students spiritual World and real life . Add to the Humanities in education bosom, education should be based on
the healthy development of students as , adopting science Effective teaching methods , Let students recognize the
nature of life , Find birth Life's Fulfillment . the core concept of life education is the respect for students heavy ,
encourages students to have their own personality . Let students have a life letter back , to dominate its own life
activities .for students about life to dull status , needs to train students to think and to life 's understanding . more
topics related to life theme education activities , Exercise the students ' character and psychology , let students
pursue heart Spiritual Education , Better mobilize inner feelings , To beautify your mind and mold Sentiment's
purpose . So you can have your own rules of existence , highlighting out features , Keep Affirming yourself ,
Control your Destiny , Let your body and mind develop harmoniously , Create and implement self for society
values .

only to establish the ideology of life education , ideologically Student offers good help , Let students correct
themselves in time Extreme Mood , appreciate the value of life , can better learn to control from inner Feelings ,
avoid rebellious mind , stop hurting yourself and others ' behavior , to put your time and experience more
intentionallyThe things of righteousness , Don't waste life and practice , realize your own life price value , take the
direction of your life , becomes useful to society and the state person .
3.2 to establish course content for life education

First , to strengthen the construction of teachers ' team , Select excellent Life education teacher , help
students create better learning conditions . teachers should to Emphasize student's life education , full respect and
care for students , Educating and influencing students on the Mind , Eliminate students from life now faint
consciousness, Develop students ' love of Life . only self life-conscious high-awareness , to make life more
dynamic . School to combine their advantages , establishes its own life education teachers ' Corps ' team , stabilize
quality of teaching and teachers , to better develop Life Education for the system .

Second , To the school , consolidation of family and social resources , To form an education system . in the
course of education, school education as one.

Social and family Education as a supplement . full complement to life teaching education, assumes different
functions . government agencies need to set up relevantlife Education institutions , provides a good guarantee and
foundation for it . social you should do more active educational activities , passes Life Education through to
thesocial activities , Create a better educational climate . News and web "" should also create a good Opinion
guide , Propagate the right concept of life ; in the home , always stay relaxed and loving environment , Let
students grow in a healthy and happy environment with , experience love and happiness .

Third , to increase the potential of classroom teaching , set up a good lesson Process System , Let students
understand and view life more intuitively . open Special Life Education course , Education theory , philosophy etc
as Compulsory course for Life education , and add care , Natural , Scientific and so on capacity . current , The
curriculum system for life education is less. , so an urgent need to establish a perfect system , theory knowledge
and life education Practice activities Combined , Carry out a wide range of compulsory and elective courses ,
make learning live a more comprehensive and solid understanding of life , is not only theoretically the its
awareness , In practice there is also a rational understanding of the . can also be combined with other disciplines in
the course , Enrich teaching content and form , Let students not feel the boredom of life education , to Challenge
teaching what to learn , to integrate life education skillfully in student routines In the course of learning , Let the
students realize life education unconsciously . The nature of , has a profound effect on it , leaves a deeper
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Impressions .
3.3 Building a Life Education project system

First , to establish a networked psychological channel , adds a pair of Multiple discussion of life . provides
professional counseling for students Division , develop student's psychological counseling ability , allow students
to interact with each other to enlighten and explore . arranges counseling for each student , solve students ' various
life problems as soon as possible , resolve its heart pressure the , constitutes the student's confiding channel . has
this way , only can kill a student's various psychological problems in the cradle , let negative mood resolved in a
timely manner , do not accumulate in psychology . based on no Same student's psychological problem, targeted,
detailed guidance. make , in order to do a solid job in life education , Let life education The work works
effectively .

Second , to actively explore effective ways of life education , To improve quality of life education . Rich
forms of Life education , multiple histology Student participation in sociocultural activities , getting a sense of life
in practical activities , Implementing Self-Worth . enables students to work better from The Me admin and
Services , has more practical social skills . Social reality The form of practice must be reasonably arranged and
innovated , to more students Line Moral education , Let students know more about celebrity stories , invitation
name lecture by teacher , propagate and introduce the value of life , let students have progress power and target ,
Be optimistic when encountering problems and difficulties to face , instead of self-defeating , or your own
misfortune boils down to someone else's body , think it's someone else's fault , so easy to produce Bad
psychology , cause great harm . Learn more about life teaching learning how to explore , develops a more
diversified teaching style , let students have more insight into teaching practice .

Third , is implemented in a new way , to respect the life price value to core concept , realize the meaning of
life in the love of Life . mining help people with difficulty in scientific and effective way , to resolve their
questions and life needs . School as a small society , adopting social worker theories and methods practice ,
Whether formal or non- Students of the formal education system , All should give care and help , resolve Their
mental problems and mental confusion . value for social work concept and method tips , combined with life
education work , Better help students adapt to learning and life , help their healthy growth , Show Health Life
Education's meaning and advantage . in life education , active to explore new ways of teaching , boldly apply to
life education to , attracting student participation in life education , Transfer students active sex , Let students
learn more about life Education , Remember more secure .four , closing

To summarize , Life education should be a lifelong education , runs through The entire process of education .
provide help for students at different stages of life Help and correct boot . Perfecting life in the context of lifelong
education education system , to play a better role . so you have to create A good fine ideological education system,
using the instructional content of the system , combines social Practice Teaching Project , so that you can actually
learn and for students Live for help , Become a person of value positive energy , implementing its own Human
value , promote social development .
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